The Warfarin-Aspirin Recurrent Stroke Study:
For stroke patients with no atrial fibrillation or symptomatic carotid stenosis, the long-standing argument whether the success of warfarin with atrial fibrillation would show comparable effects for those without obvious cardiogenic stroke risk factors is better understood with the recent publication of the Warfarin Aspirin Recurrent Stroke Study (WARSS). WARSS compared aspirin 325 mg q. d. against adjusted dose warfarin (INR 1.4–2.8) in double blind fashion for secondary prevention after lacunar, atherosclerotic, or cryptogenic stroke. WARSS showed no statistically significant difference in the low (<2%) serious hemorrhagic adverse event rates in the two treatment arms and no statistically significant difference in the treatment effects between warfarin or aspirin. The warfarin effect showed, as it did in atrial fibrillation trials, a suppression effect on recurrent ischemic stroke appearing over the INR exceeded 1.5 and this effect remained relatively stable over the entire INR range up to 3.0.

Rates in WARSS for minor hemorrhage were significantly higher for warfarin than for aspirin, a finding replicated in other trials. For serious or major hemorrhage, concerns of hazard appeared well justified for INR ranges > 2.5. Complications have been well documented in trials with no prior stroke, as well as in the stroke population, mainly elderly and at higher risk for hemorrhage. Higher INR ranges than those used in WARSS have also had mixed results in non-stroke settings where warfarin was compared with or in combination with aspirin.

Because WARSS failed to confirm statistically significant differential therapeutic effects for any clinically identifiable subtypes of ischemic stroke, it remains unclear whether warfarin can be said to be justified for any but obvious cardioembolic strokes. Although not powered to address effects by stroke subtype, WARSS suggests some possible selective treatment effects. The aspirin effect was the largest in the small (259 patients) large-artery stroke subgroup, but the significance of such findings is blunted by the large confidence intervals around the point estimate. This stroke subtype, fully defined, is currently being pursued in a trial seeking a 30% warfarin benefit. Lacunes (1,237 patients) also showed a possible aspirin benefit, supporting suggestions of a pathophysiologic link to large intracranial artery atheroma. Cryptogenic stroke, inferred to represent clinically-occult embolism or coagulopathies, was the only clinically-identified stroke subtype suggesting a possible warfarin benefit, but with a small (8%) risk reduction, also not statistically significant.

Platelet antiaggregant therapies:
In the European Stroke Prevention Study II (ESPS II) the combination of 25 mg aspirin and 200 mg extended-release dipyridamole (each twice daily) was found superior to aspirin alone in the prevention of recurrent ischemic stroke. Though not tested in a setting of acute cerebral ischemia alone, clopidogrel may be used for patients with medical (gastrointestinal or respiratory) contraindications against aspirin. CAPRIE was a randomized, double blind, international trial of 19,185 patients at 384 centers in 16 countries and reported as a primary outcome was the combination of ischemic stroke, myocardial infarction, or vascular
death during 1–3 year follow-up period. Patients treated with clopidogrel had a 5.32% annual risk of ischemic stroke, myocardial infarction or vascular death, whereas patients treated with aspirin had a 5.83% annual risk of the same events. These rates showed a statistically significant (p = 0.043) but tiny relative-risk reduction of 8.7% in favor of clopidogrel (95% CI 0.3–16.5). These seem rather narrow benefits to many of us and the subset for stroke alone showed no statistically significant benefit. A trial comparing clopidogrel plus aspirin versus aspirin alone for recurrent ischemic stroke (MATCH) has completed enrollment, but no results are yet available.

Those inclined to choose antiplatelet therapy, aspirin or others, have support for their choice in the overall intent-to-treat result from WARSS. Those inclined toward warfarin may express dissatisfaction with certain aspects of the WARSS design (e.g., INR range, clinical subtype inclusion/exclusions) and await the next series of reports from this database. Such possible differential treatment effects were the basis for two of the four parallel studies for WARSS. However, neither the status of antiphospholipids (APASS), nor patent cardiac foramen ovale (PICSS), showed any effect for warfarin, nor for the presence of either condition as a risk for recurrent (as opposed to initial) ischemic stroke.

**Combined warfarin and aspirin therapy:** Painful experience argues against the simple assumption that aspirin and warfarin can be combined safely in the prevention of recurrent ischemic stroke. No trial has directly assessed this point but ‘stroke’ as an outcome in several trials suggests clinicians will be disappointed when they infer that the two agents can be managed safely if the INR is kept in the rage < 3.0. Our initial enthusiasm for mounting a warfarin + aspirin WARSS-II have been greatly blunted by these findings.

**Other therapies:** A rising tide of evidence indicates the use of anti-hypertensives of almost any class (ACE inhibitors, beta-blockers, calcium antagonists, with or without diuretics) has raised hopes there could be reduction in recurrent stroke from the addition of these therapies to an antithrombotic program. Thus far, a gratifying risk reduction (43%) has been seen for stroke in at least one trial of perindopril and the diuretic indapamide (PROGRESS). Even given that editorials suggest the risk reduction was from combined therapy and not from the ACE inhibitor alone, there are clearly new directions that give hope for polytherapies.
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